Structural and photoacoustic studies of mechanically alloyed Ga(40)Sb(38)Se(22) powder.
GaSb, GaSe and Ga(2)Se(3) alloys were produced by the mechanical alloying technique. Their structural, thermal and optical properties were studied. Some of the results obtained have been reported in some papers referenced here. As an extension to those studies, some mixtures of elemental Ga, Sb and Se powders are now being investigated. Starting from a mixture with nominal Ga(62)Sb(27)Se(11) composition, 9 h of milling resulted in a final product with Ga(40)Sb(38)Se(22) composition and containing nanometric cubic GaSb and an amorphous GaSe phase. Part of this as-milled sample was annealed in order to study the amorphous-crystalline phase transformation. The crystalline cubic GaSb, hexagonal and rhombohedral GaSe phases form the measured x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern for the annealed sample. The structural and thermal properties of both as-milled and annealed samples were studied by x-ray diffraction, differential scanning calorimetry and photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) techniques. We observe that the thermoelastic bending contribution is dominant in the PAS signal for both as-milled and annealed samples. The thermal diffusivity value was calculated for both samples by fitting the PAS signal phase.